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Clay Nash: [00:00:00] Well, good evening. It's 9 p.m. Eastern Time and we are on our call for
tonight. I'm excited about it. We are seeing things shift through our prayer calls daily and on
Tuesday nights as we are pressing in right now to the House races. And so tonight, we're going
to be praying over the House race in Alabama, in Mississippi, in Georgia, in Wisconsin and in
Oklahoma. And we'll be making some declarations and decrees. Just to remind everyone, if you
don't have somewhere to be, beginning Thursday night of this week, we have Tim Sheets and
Dutch Sheets coming in. They'll be with us through Saturday night. There will be meetings
Thursday night, Friday night, Saturday morning, Saturday night there in Southaven, Mississippi.
And if you want to watch it from the ease of your recliner, you can go to my YouTube channel,
Clay Nash Ministries, and join us there. Regina Shank, always good to have you on. I want you
to go first. Open us in prayer and make those declarations that are in your heart.
Regina Shank: [00:01:22] Okay. Thank you, Clay. It's good to be on. I had to be gone for a
couple of weeks. I'm so glad to be back. Lord, we just thank you for this prayer call tonight, Lord,
that you are gathering the Eagles together to see and to hear and to begin to bring the prophetic
word over all of these states. And so, Lord, we thank you, Father, that you are giving us great
accuracy tonight not to just hit the target, but to hit the bull's eye. And Father, we thank God that
you are bringing us into the fullness of a change in the earth. And we thank you for that, Father,
in the name of Jesus. Bless all of our words, our decrees. We thank you, Father, that the word
will go out and the angels will carry it out in this nation, in Jesus name, Amen. I was praying for
Mississippi and I was praying for Mississippi. I began to see Naaman dipping in the Jordan
seven times. And I asked the Lord, 'What are you saying to me?' And I heard him say to believe
the word that has been spoken over Mississippi. And I just feel like the Lord said for the
intercessors to get those words out that were spoken by the prophets and begin to decree. Then
of course we know Namaan dipped seven times. And he came up clean and he was free from
this leprosy. So Lord, I just pray activation over the intercessors in Mississippi, Lord, that they

will grab those words that have been spoken by prophetic people and begin to decree those
things into reality over Mississippi and over the coming elections, God. And Father, we thank
you that we trust the Word of the Lord that has been spoken over Mississippi. And we thank
you, Father, it's coming forth. As I was praying for Alabama, I kept getting the word seagulls and
I began to look it up. And I found out that seagulls do come into Alabama when the Upper Lakes
freeze. They come into Alabama for a while, but they leave in April and May. And I heard the
Lord say that scavengers or those that are coming to try to steal are going to try to come into
Alabama. And so, we say Lord, in Jesus name, we forbid them from coming in to steal an
election. We say that Alabama's election will be free from scavengers, and will be free from any
entity that would try to steal those elections from God's people. And so, Lord, we say, you put
down one, exalt another, and you will have that election in Alabama in your favor, someone who
is walking in your purpose. And then for Georgia, I just heard the word pancake, which is kind of
strange. but I looked it up and actually it is a plant in Georgia that has green foliage and little
small blue flowers. And I know blue represents revelation. And I heard the Lord say that I am
giving fresh revelation to the intercessors in Georgia and that there is going to be a new life of
God coming forth in that state and that those who are running for election will be chosen by the
Lord. And God, we say that fresh revelation that is being released from heaven for Georgia will
come to the intercessors, God, and that they will know what to do and how to pray. And we say
Georgia is shifting under the banner of the King of Kings and the Lord of Lords. And then in
Wisconsin, I heard the Lord say, there's a wind from the south that is going to blow freshness
and hope into Wisconsin, bringing change and birthing change. So Lord we say that, when we
release that south wind and we ask you, Father, that that wind of your presence will come forth,
usually the south wind represents the presence because that was Obieden who was keeper at
the south gate of the presence before it came up into the midst of Jerusalem. And so, Lord, we
thank you for a south wind which represents your presence blowing over that state, and it's
going to come into its fullness, Lord. And we say no fraud in Wisconsin, and that your choice will
come forth. And then for Oklahoma, as I was praying for Oklahoma I saw it spinning like a top.
And the Lord said, there's a whirlwind of change coming to Oklahoma. And so, Lord, we thank
you that Oklahoma is changing, but it's changing to take it higher. Even as Elijah was taken up
in a world wind he went higher, Lord. That whirlwind coming to Oklahoma is bringing that state
and its Christian intercessors and leaders into a higher level of revelation. And they will be at the
right place at the right time to shift those elections. And so, Lord, we thank you for all of these
states; Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Wisconsin and Oklahoma. And Father, we thank you that
you're going to have your choice of men or woman in those states who will hear from heaven

and bring forth your presence and bring forth life into each of those states, that we will have a
life in those five states and these elections and that life, as you Lord, you said in John 14:6,
you're the way, the truth and the life. And so Lord, come to those states We pray in those
elections and let them be true and let them be pure. And Lord, let your name be exalted in those
states. In Jesus name. Amen.
Clay Nash: [00:06:52] Amen. Thank you, Regina. Good. Good start. Interesting about you-said you saw like a top and a worldwind. I was just in Oklahoma where you're going to be at the
end of the week, Regina, and gave the leaders there--had a dream and gave the leaders there a
word about the world's top spinning contest and so I...
Regina Shank: [00:07:21] Really?!
Clay Nash: [00:07:21] Yeah. Yeah. I find it interesting that you're seeing that over Oklahoma
and I were just there last month. I don't remember when it was. and gave that word there. So
thank you for that, Pat. What's in your heart, my friend? [00:07:36][14.7]
Pat McManus: [00:07:37] Thank you, sir, for the opportunity to be with you all. And I just want to
start and begin to decree over Wisconsin. I hear the Lord saying I'm unlocking the chains that
had been restricting in this time and I'm causing and advancing to you to come in to your
original intent and see the purposes of the Lord upon your region. For the Lord says, I am
releasing a forward moment, as your motto declares. That is unlocking the opportunities to
advance in and causing a shifting in the culture and the righteous order to be established in
Wisconsin. In Oklahoma, I hear the Lord saying,"The point of refreshing is coming to your region
and I'm causing a refining and an empowering and an activating into the hearts of those that
have the ability to conquer that which the enemy has tried to hold." So, Father, we declare, let
the conquering anointing begin to come with a refreshing wind blowing upon Oklahoma to see
the fulfillment of the word come to pass in our land. And Georgia, I hear the restriction of the
past will not be your portion into your tomorrow. For the Lord says "I am releasing a refreshing
but also our refining of that which needs to be done in Georgia to reset that which needs to be
reordered according to the purpose of what God's about to do." And even in Mississippi, I hear a
revealing of the true warriors coming, men of valor, to see the fulfillment of the word established
upon our land through the refining and the revealing of the men of valor and value to march in
the order of the purposes of God. So, Father, we thank you that you are revealing at this time
the warriors that will ignite the expression of my hand. And for Alabama, I hear that there is a

movement to establish a righteous government that would truly be one to facilitate the
movement upon the land, and that as the judicial structures are established within, there will be
the reordering of what needs to be done upon the land and seeing the fulfillment of God's
purpose and God's power and God's plan manifest upon the land. So, Father, we pray for these
five states that Lord, there is a refreshing, a refiring, a refining and a restoring of a true righteous
order as the men of valor stand and war with the purpose of your hand and seeing the fulfillment
of your plan come to pass from this day forward, in Jesus name. Amen. And Amen.
Clay Nash: [00:10:32] Thank you, Pat. Thank you. Strong declarations there. Strong decrees.
We come into agreement with it. Ken, what's in your heart? Ken Malone, are you on with us?
Ken Malone: [00:10:51] I am here. Thank you.
Clay Nash: [00:10:59] Ok.
Ken Malone: [00:11:00] Yeah. I just want to first start with Alabama cause Cheryl and I are from
there, originally. Born and raised in Demopolis, Alabama. And we have some roots there. We
have seen over the years Alabama move forward in the plans and purposes of God. But we
have also seen it take a step backwards. And so tonight I want to call Alabama into alignment.
That it swings into kingdom alignment. So Father, I decree tonight that Alabama swings into
kingdom alignment in the name of Yeshua. Father, we decree that every prophetic word spoken
in that state, God, that brings redemption, Father, We activate those words now and decree
Father over Alabama, Mississippi, Georgia, Wisconsin and Oklahoma that the Kingdom of God
has come to each of these places. And Father, your will is being done here. We thank you, God,
that you're shifting all five of these states, God, into divine order and divine purpose, in Jesus
name. Father, we say, God, that any weapons of fraud in this election, God, in November, will be
put down. We cancel every scheme of fraud in Jesus name. And we decree Lord, it null and
void in the name of Yeshua. Father, we proclaim the Lordship of Jesus Christ over Alabama,
over Mississippi, Georgia, Wisconsin and Oklahoma. And God, we decree, Father, that you're
moving mightily. We say, Lord, resurrect God, your plans and purposes, and each one of these
states, and we decree that your presence is hovering over them. God, we ask you tonight to
raise up men and women, boys and girls, who would stand in the gap and make up the hedge,
Father, for all five of these states and Lord, that they would move with purpose, God, to bring
your kingdom into Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Wisconsin and Oklahoma. And Father, we

thank you tonight for doing it. We thank you, Lord, that your kingdom has come and your will is
being done here, in Yesshua's name. Amen.
Clay Nash: [00:13:24] Yeah, thank you, Ken. As you were declaring and decreeing, you know,
this Dobbs case, which is going to affect Roe versus Wade, is coming up. I got a report today
that it--we'll know by the 1st of July. I think the justices are holding back after that leak. I think
there's a lot of concern about what is going to trigger among the lawless, those that won't
intimidate. But I was just reminded if you were declaring there, Ken, that word. And I'm pretty
sure it was Jim Hodges that gave it as well is Harry Jackson Jr gave the same word at another
time that Mississippi was like a small rudder on a big ship and it was able to turn the nation. And
we all that are praying into this and standing for life and standing for the stopping of the
shedding of innocent blood, understand that this case can be the one in that word. So, Father, I
just declare over that prophetic word, you gave us instruction. Paul gave Timothy instruction
under the unction of Holy Spirit that we could wage a good warfare. So, Father, over the
elections, in every one of these states, Father every state, all 50 have a key word. That is their
word and their ability to be a turning point and a tipping point for the nation. We understand that
Mississippi is like a small rudder on a big ship able to turn the nation. We understand the many
other states that have these key words and they're all vital. But Father, I declare not only let this
Dobbs case be a turning point for our nation and turning us away from death and turning us into
light, father also take and bring about the change that's needed in the election process. And as
Ken has already declared, I just declare that no fraud, no corruption in it, Father. Let it be
exposed beforehand and let us have an election that is not filled with all of the gimmicks that we
experienced in the last election. So, Father, we just declare these things to be so now, in
Yeshua's Name. Amen. Dan, What's in your heart?
Dan Blacksher: [00:16:18] Thank you so much, Clay. The only kind of thunder that I don't
mind-- the only kind of season that I don't mind is when somebody steals your thunder. And you
prayed exactly what I was thinking/ feeling for Mississippi about that prophetic word. And
Regina started with it that it would be a small rudder on a big ship that would help turn the
course of the nation. And the Lord just really, I've just been meditating on the turning of the
nation today. And one of the things that's interesting is the scriptures that the Lord had given me
earlier tonight for today's prayer call was the Scripture in Isaiah where it was talking about the
turning of Judah to learn to do good healing and seek justice, rebuke the oppressor, defend the
fatherless, and plea for the widow. And so I just want to declare right now in the name of Jesus,

over all five of these states Because that's really what's been on my heart, is the fact that in
these states, one of the things that you see all the different news articles talk about; the polling
data and how bad the polling looks for the Democratic Party and all. But if you can fix the
elections, it really doesn't matter what the polls look like. If you can fix them, if you already think
you can fix them, you don't really care what the people think. And so, Father, I just declare over
all five of these states, Lord, especially Lord, over Georgia and Wisconsin and the role that they
played in 2020. Father, we're asking, Lord, you to put in all five of these states a desire to see
true justice and to rebuke the oppressor, to defend the fatherless and plead for the widow.
Father, in your great mercy, You see and you know that our justice system in this nation is
corrupt. Father, you see the injustice to the unborn. But Father, you also see the injustice that
was done even to the state of Texas when they filed the lawsuit in 2020 and the Supreme Court
refused to hear it. Father, we're acknowledging, Lord God, that our court system is unjust and
will be unwilling to deal righteously with any type of fraud that occurs in these elections. And
Father, we just declare over Georgia and over Wisconsin, we bind you and the fraud that
happened in those states from occurring again for the purpose of trying to sway the power of
both the House and the Senate, as well as the Presidency when that comes around again. So,
Father, we humble ourselves and we repent, Lord, for the injustices that we have perpetrated in
these states, including Mississippi on the unborn, the injustices that we have perpetrated
through, Lord God, those that are trying to fraudulently put people in office who the public does
not want in office. To promote Antichrist agendas. And Lord God to find those things that are
anti-Christ in nature instead of those things that bring honor and glory to you. So, Father, we just
declare, Lord, of Mississippi you have called into Arkansas, dual Runners to turn the course of
the nation. Father, Even in the elections,Let Mississippi be one that turns the course of the
nation. And Lord that we will require voter I.D. to vote here and you have to present your I.D. to
be able to vote here. Father, I know they look at us as backwards and backwoods. But Lord,
we're leading in some of the areas that are paramount to freedom and to justice in this nation.
And so, Father, we ask for your great mercy to be poured out in this time and every attempt at
voter fraud that it would be stopped before it takes effect. Every attempt at hacking, Lord God,
itself would be hacked before it can take any effect. And Father, we just declare, Lord God, that
you would position your people in those positions of authority that would be able to, Lord God,
bring a secure election once again to this nation, that would allow, Lord God, the Constitution,
which is our covenant with you, to be upheld. Father, we just declare in Jesus name, we bind
every attempt of the media to present smoke and mirrors, to try to distract, to try to discredit,
and to try to dissuade the people from the truth of what's actually happening in this nation. And

Lord, we're asking you to overturn, Lord, the fraud that's already been perpetrated and to keep
more fraud from happening, in Jesus name. Amen. Thank you, Dan Strong there. Appreciate it,
David. What's in your heart?
David Hertel: [00:21:23] Yes. Just want to cover all five states just in general and maybe
Mississippi; one specific thing for sure. But in Jesus name tonight, we just declare, Lord, your
kingdom come and your will be done on Earth as it is in heaven. Concerning these House races
in the states of Alabama, Georgia, Oklahoma, Mississippi and Wisconsin. We thank you, Lord,
that your winnowing fan is in your hand and you are surely cleaning your threshing floor. We
declare in Jesus name that these elections and these states will represent the voice of one
crying in the wilderness, saying, Prepare the way of the Lord, make his paths straight, and they
will usher in kingdom influence in the government of this nation. And we thank you, Lord, that
the effectual, fervent prayers of the Ekklesia are availing much and opening ways of promotion
for servant hearted leaders to be raised up. We thank you, Shebnah's shall be removed and the
Elokheim's raised up and America will be saved. And we'll give you the glory now and the
praise, Lord, as we see it come to pass. And we thank you, Lord, for the victory in Mississippi of
the conservative, Michael Cassidy, and we thank you, Lord, that he triumphs, Lord, in his
election. We'll give you the glory for that in Jesus name. Amen.
Clay Nash: [00:22:42] Thank you, David. I appreciate that very, very much. Jacquie, you're on
with us. What's on your heart?
Jacquie Tyre: [00:22:55] Okay. I had to get unmuted. Sorry about that. I just want to decree
over the five states and then just over Georgia in particular. We have got a number of very
critical races. And the fight is ugly. Lots of vile attacks going on, both in the House races but also
in the Senate. Some that I wouldn't even say out loud, because they're that vile. And it's an
antiChrist system that is raging up with incredible perversion. So, I just encourage people to
keep praying for our state. We are definitely in desperate need. But Father, I thank you that you
are ruling over these states and that you set a prophetic destiny over each of these states. And
you have a purpose. You have a destiny, and you have a remnant rising in every one of these
states that is releasing into the atmosphere the sounds of heaven into the earth to shake things
that need to be shaken, to cause things to come into an alignment, that need to come into an
alignment with heaven, that are standing in Christ against all the Antichrist agendas, all the
Antichrist maneuverings and the operations, even of vilification and debauchery that is being

released to try to discredit those that you are raising up, that you have your hand over. And
Father, for those that the systems and the structures, even the dominion system here in the
state of Georgia. Lord, You said to me about two weeks ago, "can I not even handle the
Dominion system?" So, Lord, I decree over the Dominion system, it is nothing to You. But we
come as the ekklesia to align with you in the purpose, to align with you in character, to align with
you in the things that come out of our mouth, the attitudes that come out of our lives, the
behaviors. And Lord, I decree that people will not shrink back. They will not stay home. They will
not negate their responsibility and the authority that you have given just because they are fearful
that something will not be done properly with the system. And we call upon you to reveal what
needs to be revealed. But God, where it necessary, put your hand in the midst of the systems.
Put your hand in the midst of the dominion systems. Put your hand in the midst of the counting
of the votes and the audits that are going on, even in our state and in other places. Put your
hand. Put your your people in the midst of it to cause things to be turned around and to align
with heaven. Father, we say we bind up every evil agenda, every Antichrist system, every
nefarious operation of evil men seeking to steal, to destroy, and to topple that which you have
set in order. And we say we will not relent. We will not back up. And I decree over Alabama as
the reformer justice state to rise up as the reformers injustice that in every election booth and
every precinct and every office, Lord, that you have the reformers and those that will contend for
justice in the gates being raised up in Alabama. and over Mississippi, Lord, proclaimed as the
state of the valley of decision. In the valley of decision Let righteousness rule. Let the decisions
that are made in the state races all across the state of Mississippi. Let them align with heaven.
Let there be surprise overturns. Let there be surprise shifts. Let the fear of God flow into the
valley of decision that causes people to turn and turn toward you and stand tall. Stand tall in the
valley of decision, not on their own flesh or their own way, but to stand tall upon the Word of
God and the righteousness that out of Mississippi, decisions come that will bring forth a wave of
righteousness. And I even decree that over the Dobbs case as its still awaiting God, that out of
Mississippi and that valley of decision state that there is a decision to come forth. We say let it
come forth and cause ripple after ripple of ripple of righteousness and life across the state. And
lord, over Wisconsin, the river state, let the river of God flow. Let the waters of the river of God
flow across Wisconsin, pushing back the debris, pushing back the darkness, pushing back the
obstacles that have stood against you. Let the river of God push back injustice, push back
everything that has sought to steal and sought to pervert, has sought to change The course of
history. Let the river of God come and cut a new course, a course that is born out of heaven for
this nation. And over Oklahoma, Lord, you decreed that Oklahoma was an open heaven state.

And so, Lord, we come into an agreement that opens heaven over Oklahoma, open heaven to
cause the angels ascending and descending, open heaven that would cause people to hear
your voice and to move with you. An open heaven, Father, that will keep people from aligning
with injustice, from aligning with truth and deception. And over all of these states, Father, I pray
over the church that the church would awaken, that there would– from those in the leadership of
the church, to the people in the pew and everything in between, Father, young and old. Let there
be a movement of the wind of the Spirit of God that causes people that even have been pulled
back and shrinking back from the battle at the gate, Lord, that they would suddenly see the
desperation by which we need to be praying and we need to be acting. And Lord, that your wind
would get behind the righteous candidates all across these states, and that suddenly they would
rise and they would surge. That they would have the clear word in their mouth that they would
not get caught in the ensnaring of the political battles that are born of the flesh and even
demonic. But Lord that they would go by a higher measure because they are following after you.
Lord, let them speak what they will do, let them speak it, and let a gentle answer turn away
wrath. Let truth spoken in boldness turn away and expose the lies. Let there be such a surge
across these states, Lord, that people that are watching from afar and even those that are
watching close by will say, "What in the world happened? We didn't see that coming." Lord,
surprise the devil, surprise the Antichrist operatives across this nation as people and candidates
and even entire states rise to proclaim and to stand for righteousness, in Jesus name. Amen.
Clay Nash: [00:30:54] Amen. Jacquie, thank you for that. I just want to release to everyone that
we are in a time, the Supreme Court justices will soon be releasing their decision on several
things, but especially the Dobbs case there in Mississippi. So be lifting that up in prayer. We
need to be well-ready. I want to end tonight's call out of Psalms 94. I'm using the Message
translation and I am releasing-- I'm reading this to you those of you on the call, because it is a
word of encouragement for the times that we're in. Also want to remind you that we, it's come up
on a couple of the calls now, we need-- the Ekklesia needs to band together and declare that
July the fourth, which is known as our Independence Day, is going to be a day of surrender to
total dependence upon God. And I just feel this is so key. I appreciate somebody wrote me
today. I'mpPutting together a declaration about our dependence upon God. I feel so strong. I
heard the Lord speak it over the weekend. And then brother Jim Hodges brought out something
about it. And so, we're running with it. But listen to Psalms 94. I'm only going to read about it in
scripture. But he said, "God put an end to evil, avenging God show your colors. Judge the Earth.
Take your stand. Throw the book at the arrogant. God, the wicked get away with murder. How

long will you let this go on? They brag and they boast. They crow about their crimes. They walk
all over your people, God. Exploit and abuse your precious people. They take out anyone who
gets in their way. If they can't use them, they kill them. They think God in't looking. Jacob's God
is out to lunch. Well, think again, you idiots, you fools. How long before you'll get smart? Do you
think earmaker doesn't hear? Or eyeshaper doesn't see? do you think the trainer of the nations
doesn't correct? The teacher of Adam doesn't know? God knows all, right? He knows your
stupidity and he sees your shallowness. How blessed the man you train, God. The woman you
instruct in your word, providing a circle of quite within the clamor of evil while a jail is being built
for the wicked.``I'm telling you, they're getting close to--God is giving them enough rope to hang
their self and they're getting close. "...A jail being built for the wicked. God never walked away
from his people, never desert his precious people." Listen to this last one. "Rest assured that
justice is on its way and every good heart being put right." I just leave you with that tonight. I
hope it encourages you. This call is, of course, is recorded and it will be transcribed and put up
on the website. We'll be back here tomorrow at 222. I don't know what part of the country you're
in, but here in north Arkansas, it's been very hot. We've got a lot going on. We actually are
pouring the slab for the Eagle's Nest building we're building, tomorrow. So we're going to be
working out in the heat and we would appreciate your prayer. God bless you. We'll be here
tomorrow at 222. To thank all of you hosts and all of you participants for your contribution
tonight. God bless you.

